WiseCargo is a 360 degree turnkey solution, designed to facilitate integrated cargo operations. The solution can be used for all operations for cargo handling at Air, Sea and Land ports. A single user friendly interface enables easy operations for Cargo Handlers.

WiseCargo's Sea Port module is a comprehensive CFS (Container Freight Station) and ICD (Inland Container Depot) system that efficiently manages every component of ICD/CFSI. Combining the best practices of hands-on operational management with secure, scalable and reliable technologies, the module is proven to improve productivity and throughput while cutting labour costs by significant margins. With real-time inventory management, flexible workflow tools and comprehensive integration, it gives complete visibility and control of all containerised cargo.

WiseCargo's Sea Port module covers all challenges faced by the CFS operator in day to day terminal operation, container inventory and yard management, bonded and non bonded warehousing, back to town processes, maintenance and repair, damage and loss of shipments.

Available on latest Cloud technology, it provides a 24X7 global online access and visibility. Further, the solution is available on various devices, including PC, Tablets, Mobiles and other Hand Held devices giving you a complete control of your operations.

Building Efficient and Effective Operating environment

- Increased work flow efficiency
- Company-wide visibility for control
- Higher customer satisfaction
- Increase revenue and profitability

In the Logistics and Supply Chain industry, including Freight Forwarding; Customs Broking; Shipping and Aviation, Hans Infomatic Pvt. Ltd. has empowered and carved a niche for itself by providing domain enriched, emphatic & cost effective technology solutions. Hans is a CMMI Level 3 company. It is promoted by professionals with over 25 years of experience in the software industry. We are based out of Noida, in the National Capital Territory of Delhi, India standards.
# Key Features

## Import Operation
- Job Order management for empty and loaded container, container stuffing etc.
- Complete gate management process with Gate Pass generation
- Payment sheet generation with Delivery Order
- Work Order for Custom Appraisement
- DE stuffing sheet; LCL/FCL
- Manifest creation

## Export Operation
- Carting request
- Container stuffing process
- Payment sheet generation and work order management
- Job order for empty & Loaded container,
- Complete process of Gate-in and Gate-exit with Gate Pass generation

## Operations Management
- Truck que and dock management
- Message exchange with Customs
- Item-wise Tariff Master
- Rail side wagon management
- Contractor management for labour activities
- Reports, Dashboards and Insights

## Bonded Warehouse Management
- Payment process with generation of Delivery Order
- Gate In and unloading facility
- Space booking facility

## Benefits
- Comprehensive user-friendly system for all ICD/CFS operations
- Scalability for additional functional requirements in future
- Support single office to large multi-office solutions
- Scalability for additional locations
- Real time availability of data
- Modular architecture for ease of upgrades and add-ons
- Provides better services to your customers
- A secure platform which gives access to customers
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